June 22, 2020

IFB/RFP 40703

ADDENDUM 3

ITEM: Lab Equipment Maintenance

DEPARTMENT: Kansas State University – Multiple Departments

CLOSING DATE: June 30, 2020 at 2 p.m.

CONDITIONS OF ADDENDUM:

The following are attached for review and consideration:

- Questions and Answers

Please submit a signed copy of this addendum with your bid response.

Julie Wilburn
Purchasing Agent II
kspurch@ksu.edu
P: 785-532-6214

I (we) have read and understand this Addendum and agree it is a part of my (our) bid on the above proposal.

NAME OF COMPANY OR FIRM: _____________________________________________

SIGNED BY: ___________________________________________________________

TITLE: __________________________________________ DATE: _____________
Q1. Most of the Amsco/STERIS autoclave serial numbers have been changed from their OEM serial numbers. Have any of the units been modified (controls/piping) from their original OEM configuration? Are any of the units in a non-operational condition and are they up to OEM standards?

A1. Group A – Biology

It is my understanding that any changes that occurred involved complete replacement of equipment, rather than replacement of parts. To the best of our knowledge, each piece of equipment contains original OEM model configuration. All equipment is operational and meets OEM standards.

A1. Group - B Lafene Health Center

1) Not applicable. Ours are Tuttnauer autoclaves, as shown in Addendum 2.
2) No. They are identical, standalone units that require manual water addition & drainage. There are no water pipes leading into the sterilizers.
3) Both were purchased in 2017, have been maintained regularly, and are in fully operational condition.

A1. Group C - Plant Pathology

Not sure I understand exactly what the question is but here is what I know about each of the units.
Gravity Steam Sterilizer Model 3522- Serial Number 95K56357-Chamber is original / Control panel was replaced in 2013 with an Encore side mount control package- Serial Number 10537 (Room 4404)
Autoclave Primus Model PSS5-A-MSSD Serial Number 16389- Original unit (Room 4716)
Castle Sterilizer Model 3522 – Serial Number 94K56350 – Original unit (Room 4201B)
Sterilizer Model 3022 - Serial Number 01139313-Original unit (Room 4404)
AMSCO 3000-Stage 2 – Serial Number 0677091-SAW –Original unit (Room 4404)
AMSCO 3021-S- 3000 Stage 3 - Serial Number 10340 – Remanufactured unit installed in May/2007
2. See information above concerning modifications.
3. All units are operational and according to the current vender meet OEM standards.